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E. Eomea , E. Cnacoa- T.1y6wuwe c"opocmuoe cmpoeuue "OPbl u aepxueii .ltaumuu tfeumpallbltbiX 11acmeli Eaii
KOIIC"ozo pemoua. Ha OCHOBe BpeMetfK npo6era P-BOJlH IlpKMepHO 1000 JlOKaJlblfblX K .ll,aJlblfKX 3CMJ!l1Tpecelfidt, 
perKCpTKpoBaHHblX Ha 32 CCHCMK'!CCKKX CTaHUKliX, OUCHCHbl HeKOTOpb!C CKOpOCTHblC xapaKTepKCTKKK JeMHOH 
KOpbl K BCpXHCH MaHTKK UeHTpaJlbHOH '!aCTK 6 anKaHCKOfO perKOHa. BMeCTe C OCHOBHblM IlpellJlOJ!OlKeHKeM 06 
06yCJlOBJleHHOCTK BpeMeH!fblX HeBH30K CKOpCTHblMK HeO.UHOpO.ll,lfOCT.RMH B pa60Te KCilOI!b3yCTCll IlO.li,XO.ll,, OT· 
'IKTbiBaiOLUKH KpynHOMaCWTa6Hble aHI1.30Tp0IlHble CTpyKTypbr. 0cHOBHb!e xapaKTepHCTHKH HeO.IJ;HOpo.ll,HOCTei!: 
B KOpe H MaHTKH aHaJlH31iPYIOTCll npH nOMOLUK HeKOTOpbiX rpasKTaUHOHHb!X, Te[]JIOBb!X K CeHCMOTeJCTOHH'IeCKHX 
.ll,aHHb!X. Pacnpe.uelleHH.e KOpOBb!X HeOJ[HOpO.UHOCTeH B OCHOBHOM OTpalKaeT KOH<j>HrypauKIO MOp<j>oTeKTORH'Ie
CKKX CTpyKTyp J>onrapiUi. no.uKOpOBbJe HeO.UHOpO.UHOCTK IIBJl .RIOTCII .ll,HCKOp.!l,aHTHhiMH no OTHOWeHI{IO K IlO· 
sepXHOCTHblM CTpyKTypaM, HO KX OpHeHTaUKll cornacyeTCII C HanpaslleHHeM TpaHC6aJ!KaHCKOH CCitCMOJIHHea• 
MeHTHOli CHCTeMb!. 3TOT <j>aKT yKa3b!BaeT Ha KOHTpo.rmpyiOm;ytO pOllb BepXHeMaHTKlim,rx CTPYKTYP JJO OTHO· 
meHKIO K Koposoli celiCMH'IHOCTH perHoHa. B brCOKOCKOpoCTHbre cTpyrcrypbr, JaneratOID;He no.ll, PO.ll.OJJCKHM 
MaCCKBOM, sepO.RTHO npe.UCTaBJI.RIOT naneocy6.UyKUIO Ha rny6RHe 6onee 300 KM. 

Abstract. Some velocity characteristics of the crust and upper mantle in the central part of the Balkan 
region are studied on the basis of about 1000 local and teleseismic earthquakes, regi stered on the 32 seismic 
stations . An approach for estimation of the large ani sotropic structures effects is used together with the general 
consideration about the connection between the time residuals and velocity inhomogeneities. The main features 
of the inhomogeneities in the crust and upper mantle are drscussed in relation with some gravity, heat flow and 
seismotectonic data . The distribution of the crustal inhomogeneities .in general corresponds to the configura
tion of the morphotectonic structures in Bulgaria. The subcrustal inhomogeneities are discordant with the 
surface structures, but their orientation is in coincidence with the Trans-Balkan seismolineament system. This 
fact indicates that the crustal seismicity in the region i s probably controlled by the upper mantle st ructures. 
The high-velocity structures in the deep upper mantle beneath the Rhodope massif probably represent a paleo
subduction at a depth more than 300 km. 

Introduction 

The study of the deep structure of the crust and upper mantle by seismological data under 
the central part of the Balkan region has been brought up only recently thanks to the deve
lopment of the seism ic network s in the last 10 years. Jn thi s paper the data from some local 
and telesei smical investigations (I> o T e B et al., 1987a; C naco B, I> o_T e B, 1989; I> o
T e Bet al., 1987b ; C n a co B, I> o T e B, 1987) have been used to elucidate some problems 
of the complexity structure of the medium. The region of interest is situated on variou s 
geological structures. The morphotectonic zoning is determined by the decisive role of the 
Balkanide faults system (the Alpine stage) which ha s a subequatorial and northwestern di
rection (B o n c h e v et al., 1982). Some hidden fault lines (cryptolineaments) are noted. 
These lineament s are concordant with the surface geological structure (Bon c e v, 1982) 
and determine the megablock di si ntegration of the Earth 's crust. The lineament knots de-
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fine the sectors of the highest possible seismicity. Some authors suggest considerable length 
and mantle depth of the cryptolineament~ which transversally ctoss the fold belts(,[( o 6 p e B, 
m: y K 11 H, 1975; E o H q e B, 1976; 1980). Significant information about the distribution 
of geotectonic structures in depth can be obtained by seismological investigations of deep 
structure of the medium. Our paper presents qq.antitative deep information about crus
tal and upper-mantle velocity structure and attempts to clear the deep nature of geodyna
mical ~ituation in the region. 

Velocity structure of the crust 

The velocity structure of the crust has been studied for the territory of Bulgaria only. The 
velocity distribution was derived by mean s of 237 travel time residuals of P-waves from 34 
local explosions recorded at 12 permanent and sevetal temporary Bulgarian stations (6 o
T e B et al., 1987a). Under the assumption of sufficiently small lateral variations of the velo
cities, a 3-D linear inver sion of the data was applied. The procedures of the corrections, 
averaging and normalization of the data and the peculiarities of the inversion technique 
is di scussed in the noted paper. The velocity model is shown in Fig. 1. by means of three 
horizontal sections at depth s 6 km, 18 km and 30 km. A significant variation of the velo
city in a horizontal direction i!> seen, and the character of distribution is comparatively pre
served with the increase of depth. The coincidence between the zone of the high velocities 
and Srednogorie zone is obvious- a connection is observed especially clearly in the up
permost layers of the crust. High velocities in the Srednogorie zone are observed also by 
.[( a 'I e B (1980). A relatively homogeneous di stt ibution of velocity is noted for the wes
tern part of the investigated area with insignificant decreased velocities for the Western
Rhodope massif in the upper layers. The picture of the velocity inhomogeneity in the deeper 
layets does not allow the separation of the Western-Rhodope massif from the Srednogorie 
zone. Such a suggestion is also noted in some works (B e n q e B et al., 1970; B o n c e v, 
1982) and agrees with the hypothesis of the superimposed position of Srednogorie on the 
Rhodope massif fundament. The isolines configuration of high velocities in the south-eastern 
part of the territory under investigation agrees with the hypothesis of Late Alpine magma
tization in south-eastern Bulgaria (B e n 'I e B et al., 1967). The region with low velocities 
in the notth-eastern part should be accepted only as preliminary information because 
of the small number of input data for thi s region. The picture of the geophysical section 
from the submerdional profile in Eastern Bulgaria, given by .[( a 'I e B (19~0) still confirm 
the obtained by u:. velocity decrease in a northward direction. 

But in spite of the high accuracy of the initial data, our velocity model explains only 
70% of observed residuals (Eo T e Bet al., 1987). That i!> why an anisotropic investigation 
was carried out to elucidate the nature of the unexplained 30%. To establish anisotropic 
effects in the crust, diagrames of the azimuthal distribution of P-residual s from about 300 
local earthquakes (Fig. 2) and explosions for each station was consttucted (C n a coB, 
E o T e B, 1989). Beside the explosion data, the P-arrivals from some earthquakes only (whose 
epicenters lie on the straight line between two or more stations) have been u:,ed for to mini
mize the errors due to bad hypocenter detetmination. But a clearly expressed sinusoidal 
distribution was observed only for 7 stations which are located on the telative homogeneous 
South-Eastern region derived from 3-D inversion. For this region an anisotropic model 
was constructed with a coefficient of 10% and velocity maxima with 120° azimuthal direction, 
as derived from azimuthal di agrams. The test calculations showed a good fit between the 
anisotropic model and the main parameters of the S-D velocity inhomogeneity model
in some cases the new combined model explains up to 95% of the observed residual s. The 
anisotropic effects in the ctust are connected with the existence of o riented fault systems. 
In such a way the suggested anisotropic model is in a good agreement with the orientation 
of the Maritza fault system (the southern boundary of Srednogorie zone, Fig. 1) which 
influences the region most strongly. 
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Fig. I Velocity di stributions in the crust at different depth levels. The numbers 
attached to the lines are values of the velocity in km /s 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of seismic network for anisotropy experiments. The stars are the explosions, the empty circles 
~ th'e earthquakes, the solid circles are the seismological stations. The solid triangles denote the temporary 
stations from DSS profile 77 
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In general it can be said that this anisotropic investigation confirms the main chara· 
cteristics of the 3-D velocity model. In such a way the velocity inhomogeneties in the crust 
and their geophysical and geological corroborations, presented above, can be u sed to cla
rify some problems of deep structure of the medium beneath the region under investigation. 

Velocity structure of the upper mantle 

The upper mantle structure has been studied by mean~ of investigations of P-waves fiom 
generally about 700 distant earthquakes (30 ~ 6 ~ 100°) with uniformly azimuthal distri
bution. Travel time residuals from all 32 stations (Fig. 3) been used to determine the velo
city inhomogeneties in the medium from 50 km to 300 km depth. The straight line s in Fig. 3 
mark the 5 profiles which were used to study anisotropy effects in the upper mantle struc
tures. 

The image o( 3-D inhomogeneities was derived under the condition that the t.avel time 
anomalies are determined by the velocities anomalies only in a relatively thin layer beneath 
the group of stations. Unde, the assumption of sufficient ly small lateral variations of the 
velocities, a 3-D linear inversion of the data was applied (Burm a k o vet al., 1984). The 
procedures of the ·corrections, averaging and normalization of the h a vel time residuals 
and the peculiarities of the inversion technique were discussed in Eo T e B et al. (l987b). 
The results of the 3-D inversion of the data are presented in Fig. 4. This model (with a cor
rection for the crust inhomogeneity) explains 61 % of the standard deviations in the resi
dual~. The maximum velocity perturbations reach 4% at a depth of 50 km, 3% at 150 km 
and 6% at 250 km. The isolines o V JV at 50 km are in north-east orientation and outline 
a belt of low velocity in the central part (with a capital letter L in Fig. 4a) . At about 150 km 
a high velocity zone is formed in the south-western part. The image of the level 250 km shows 
that the high velocity zone is extended to the north-east and probably goes down to a depth 
more than 300 km . 
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Fig. 3 Scheme of the seismological network for upper mantle experiments with 
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Figure 5 presents schematically the behaviour of the heat flow (C h e r m a c k, R i
b a c h , 1979) and the short-wave component of the regional isostatic anomalies (A p T e -
M Rea et al., ·1985). As far as the presented isostatic maximum probably is "a reflexion 
of anomalous masses appearing as deep asthenospheric or subasthenospheric 'roots' of large 
tectonic regions" (A pTe M He B et al. , 1985, p. 47) we may assume that the high veloci
ties in the south-wesern part at 250 km depth and further down reflect correctly the avai
lability of high-density masses at a great depth beneath the Rhodope massif (the correla
tion between the isostatic maximum and high velocities is rather good). At the same time 

H =50km 

H=150km 

v=8J6 

H=250km 

V.=8.59 

N 

Fig. 4 Velocity perturbations (-6v fv) in percentage in the upper mantle 
at different depth levels. The regions of the high and low velocities are 
indicated by symbols H and L respectively 
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Fig. 5 Outstanding geophysical and sei smotectonic features of direct inte
rest to this study. The heat flow is shown by thin lines (in mvv /m2). The 
thick solid lines show the zones of positive isostatic anomalies (/- intensive 
anomaies, 2-extremely intensive anomalies). The hatched zones are the 
areas of the maximum values of the recent verticalfuplift (in mm fyear) 

Prof i le IV-/V 
Az 77 

0.4 0 .8 -1.3 o.~ -0.9 - 1. 3 

Fig. 6 Cross-section IV-IV to depth 250 km (as shown in Fig. l) . The strai
ght lines to the stations are the ray paths from the opposite sides of the pro
files . They are marked with values of the relative residuals (in seconds) rep
resenting average values for particular source region s. The isolines are velo
city perturbations ( ov /v) in percentage 

the low velocity in the sub-crustal mantle (h = 50 km) under the massif correlates well with 
the increased heat flow in the region. A good agreement is also observed in the neighbour 
Varda. zone where the increased velocity co rrelates with the decreased values of the heat 
flow. The correspondence between the values of the beat flow and velocity characteristics 
of the sub-crustal mantle is not observed along the whole region under investigation (the 
measurements of the heat flow are quite incomplete) (V e I in o v et al., 1979). ln spite of 
this we could suppose that the manifestions of increased heat flow in the Rhodope, the Cen-
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Fig. 7. A scheme of the main tectonic structures with the basic cryptolineaments which are dividing the Bul
garian territory into three megablocks, A -line Shkodra-Rudaria; B - Otten cryptolineament; C- Etro
pole cryptolineament; D- Tvardica lineament zone; E- East-Thracian line (after Bon c e v, 1976) 

tral Balkanides and northwards of the Danube (Fig. 5) are connected with the stretch of the 
band of low velocities in the same near-meridional di1 ection (Fig. 4). 

Anisotropic investigations by means of 5 seismic p10files (marked in the Fig. 3) con
firm the existence of establi~hed high- and low-velocity upper-mantle oriented structures 
(S p a s s o v, B o t e v, 1987). The existence of anisotropic structures is derived from 
systematically early arrival:, from one side of the profile and late arrivals from the oppo
site side for the groups of rays tracing beneath one and the same tectonic region. More 
significant ani sotropic features were obtained along the p10file IV (Az 77°) and profile I 
(Az 35°). The anisotropic effects were explained on the basis of the 3-0 model of the upper 
mantle. An anisotropic model with a coefficient of I 0% was sugge sted only for the high 
velocity structure in Fig. 6. The direction of velocity maxima is parallel to the direction of 
deeping in this structute. Such a hypothesis seems very teliable if we assume that the high 
velocity zone teflects some form of paleosubduction. The computations demonstrated that 
the model explained 79% of the observed residuals. The testing of the profile I data by mean:. 
of a suitable matching of the 3-D modelling gave 70% explantion of observed residuals (Cn a
c 0 B, I> 0 T e B, 1987). 

In such a way the ascribing of anisotropic propeties to the upper mantle medium 
does not contradict the 3-D modelling and even improves the percentage explaining the real 
data. The observed significant anisotropic effects beneath p10file IV are explained very 
we}l b>' means of the deeping high velocity structure with Az 77°. This underthrusting struc-
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ture corroborates the hypothesis for paleosubduction from the Vardar zone under the 
Rhodope massif (see Fig. 7). The north-east orientation (A~ 35°) . of velocity structure in the 
subcrustallithosphere is concordant with some seismotectonic lineaments, inexplicable fr01u 
the viewpoint of morphotectoni-c zoning. The found anisotropic effects beneath profile I 
confirm the existence of this otiented upper manle sttucture. 

Discussions and conclusion 

The three-dimensional modelling of the Earth ' s crust from local explosion data (Fig. 1), 
demonstrates significant variations in the P-wave velocities under the different morpho
tectonic structures. As a whole the caaied out analysis of the velocity inhomogeneities of 
the crust for the territory of Bulgaria (see paragraph II) shows a comparatively good agree
ment between their configuration and distributions of the surface structural zones. As far 
as the picture of the geological structures is strongly influenced by the Alpine tectonic cycle· 
(B on c e v, 1982), it may be supposed that the deep velocity structures in the crust are 
comparatively young, too (formed in the Late Mezozoic or Neozoic). 

The results of the investigations of the anisotropic effects in the crust are in agreement 
with the main characteristics of the three-dimensional velocity model. The rel<ttive homo
geneous South-Western region demostrates anisotropic properties connected most pro
bably with the influence of the Marica fault system (Fig. 2). 

The velocity structure of the subcrustal lithosphere (h = 50 km in Fig. 4) well agrees 
with the mega block division of the lithosphere of Bulgaria on cryptolineament data accor
ding toE o H 'I e B (1976) (Fig. 7). Such a configuration of the velocities is observed down 
to 100-120 km depth, which confirms the depth controlling role of the hidden fault struc
tures with a direction pa;:allel to the Tvardica cryptolineament system (Fig. 7). The velocity 
distribution in the subcrustal lithosphere confirms the hypothesis about the mantle natul'e 
of these more meridionally situated structures, controlling the seismicity of the Balkan 
region central part (B o n c e v et al., 1982; B o n c e v, 1982). In such a way we confirm the 
established fact of a sometimes discordant zonality of the uppermost mantle structure with 
respect to the predominating surface structures (S o 11 o g u b et al., 1984). According to 
the relation between geodynamics and seismicity (after E o H 'I e s, 1980; IIJ, y K H H, n ro
c T H x, 1981) we may assume that the long-term structural control of the crustal seismi
city in the region is realized by the established large inhomogeneities in ;he upper mantle 
and more specially by their contacts. The location of these contacts proves the important 
role of the Etropole and East-Thracian tectonic lines in the geological development of the 
region. 

The high velocity zone at a 250 km depth could be connected with deeply imbeded (in 
the asthenosphere) lithospheric root s of the ancient Rhodope median massif. However, the 
Rhodope massif significantly differs from the typical median massifs ()l a 'I e B, 1980). 
It can be considered as a geotumor with a steady uplift, very clearly distinguishable during 
the last 45 m. y. with a maximal value of the recent uplift of 4-6 mm year (marked in Fig. 5) 
(T 0 T 0 M a H 0 B, B p b 6 JI H H c K 11, 1980). 

At the background of high seismic activity in the region the strongest and deep earthqua
kes in Bulgaria are recorded too- with magnitude up to 7 and depth down to 50-60 km (Bon
c e .vet al. , 1982). The presence of a low-velocity zone (Fig. 4) and increased heat flow (Fig. 5) 
in the subcrustal lithosphere of a region with ancient high-density asthenospheric "roots" 
is difficult to explain from the viewpoint of the classical geosynclinal tectonics. A good way 
to explain the deep structure and geodynamical situation of the region is given by the neo
mobilistic theory. If we assume that the high velocity "roots" in the asthenosphere are the 
result of subduction proces ses, we may suggest that the low velocity subcrustal lithosphere 
and the high heat flow are due to mantle diapi r caused by the subductions. The high crustal 
seismicity and the active recent uplift could be considered as a consequence of a paleosub_ 
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duction and the present continental colli sion. Such a suggestion is supported by some inter
pretations of the seismotectonic and geological data about the region. Thus, for instance, 
some authors suggest the presence of a late Mesozoic subduction east-northwards rea
lized along the Vardar zone (B o c c a I e t t i et al., 1974; H a q e s, 1980). Others assume 
a partial subduction of the North-Aegean plate from southeast (P a p a z a c h o s, C o m
n i n a k i s, 1978) and of the Moesian plate from the north (I> o H q e s, 1980). The estab
lished velocity distribution and high anisotropy structure with Az 75° in our paper con
firm the hypothesis for paleosubduction from the Vardar zone under the Rhodope massif. 
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